The 13th Diciple - The 2 first questions

1. Who was sitting on the throne in the vision of John and who was around it?
Answer: As for their interpretation of the slaughtered lamb in the vision to be Jesus, it is negated by the fact that according to them the one sitting on the throne is God, He is far above that.*
And it is not hidden that this interpretation of theirs restricts Almighty God and negates His absolute divinity. And for further details, you can read The Book of Monotheism.
While to us the one sitting on the throne is Muhammad pbuh, and around him are twenty-four elders also on thrones, and they are the vicegerents of God on His earth, the Imams and the Mahdis mentioned by the Messenger of God pbuh in his sacred will.

2. What is it that  was in the right hand of him who was seated on the throne?
Answer: And in Chapter 5: [1 Then I saw in the right hand of him who was seated on the throne a scroll written within and on the back...]

3. How many seals was the scroll sealed with?
Answer: [.... sealed with seven seals.]

Yes or No question: 
4. Was anyone  in heaven or on earth or under the earth able to open the scroll or to look into it?
Answer: Yes

5. Was is the Lion or the Lamb who earned to open the scroll and the seals?
Answer: Both of them
Therefore, the slaughtered lamb and the lion are symbols of who has overcome and earned taking the scroll and opening its seals, and he is one of the twenty-four elders.

6. Why was he symbolised by a Lion and a Lamb?
Answer:  So in the rank of overcoming, which requires strength, bravery and dedication, he was symbolized by the lion. And in the rank of taking the seals, which requires sacrifice,  he was symbolized by a lamb standing as if it had been slaughtered. And both sides belong to the same person.
Lamb = Sacrifice sincerity and patience
7. What does it mean  that they submitted to him  and spoke to him?
Answer: As for the fact that they submitted to him and spoke to him … etc, they submitted in the sense that they prepared and paved the way, and they are believers in the result, which is applying the supremacy of God on His earth.

8.  How could it be that the slaughtered lamb earned taking the scroll and opening the seals when he isnt better than the one sitting on the throne nor is he better than the 24 elders?
Answer: Therefore, the slaughtered lamb is not better than the one sitting on the throne, nor is he better than the twenty-four, although we see in the vision that he earned taking the scroll and opening the seals; so how did he earn taking the scroll without them, while they are closer than him and better than him?!
Therefore, the slaughtered lamb must be a symbol of one of the twenty-four elders.

9. How could it be that the one of the 24 elders is the same one symbolized by the lamb and the lion? How would he adress himself?
Answer: in reality this is hardly a problem because we are talking about a vision, so there is no problem that one of the twenty-four elders would address a side of his symbolized by the lamb, and another side symbolized by the lion, etc. And if this problem was valid, it would have been valid to negate the vision because it symbolized he who has overcome and earned opening the scroll by the lion and then clarified that the one who took the scroll is the slaughtered lamb.
[5 “behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has conquered, so that he can open the scroll and its seven seals.” 6 And between the throne and the four living creatures and among the elders I saw a Lamb standing, as though it had been slain, with seven horns and with seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the earth. 7 And he went and took the scroll from the right hand of him who was seated on the throne.]

Questions From question two in the book

10. What do the words Judah and Isreal mean in arabic?
Answer: And the word Judah means praise or Ahmed [in Arabic].
And the word Israel means Abdullah [servant of God in Arabic]
Quote: According to the Torah in Genesis Chapter Twenty-nine: [35 she conceived again and bore a son, and said, “This time I will praise the Lord.” Therefore she called his name Judah. Then she ceased bearing .]And the word Israel means Abdullah [servant of Allah in Arabic].†So the passage would be: (He will raise a signal for the nations and will assemble the banished of Israel (Abdullah) and gather the dispersed of Judah (Ahmad) from the four corners of the earth). And the dispersed ones who gather like the cumulus of autumn from the corners of the earth to support the Riser (the first Mahdi Ahmad) are the supporters of Imam al-Mahdi pbuh at the end times; and this is known from the narrations of Muhammad and his progeny pbut.

11.  Who is that man who will raise a signal for the nations, can it be Jesus?
Answer: No it cannot be Jesus, The christians say the Jesus is the Absolute Lord, so how can his pleasure be to fear the lord?? How does he fear himself? Furthermore, Jesus wasnt able to establish justice or fairness to the opressed so this cannot be Jesus.
Question 3 from the book - Read the verse from the book , Page 11
12. The woman in this question, What was she clothed with?
(The sun and the moon)
13. Who is the woman according to the christians?
(The chruch)
14. Who is the Son of the church according to them?
(Jesus)
15. Did the church exist before Jesus was born?
(No, The reality is that Jesus had been born, disptached and raised before the Chruch was born and before it existed)
16 Can it be Mary Jesus's mother who is the one mentioned in the Vision?
(no, and what would the point be since the vision of john happened long after Mary a.s gave birth to Jesus, rather even after Jesus was dispatched and he completed his message and was raised)
17. What can the sun or moon mean in a vision?
(It can be a messenger and successors, or physical mother and father or spiritual mother and father, also at times you can see a person in a vision and what is intended is not he himself rather only his name and perhaps you see a city and it is not the one intended rather what is intended is a city which is similiar to it in some of its attributes, or pherpas its name. So visions are the words of Allah, and perhaps they come with symbols,indications and divine wisdow exactly as is the inspiration, the words of the prophets and the words of Allah in His descended books.)
18. So who does the Vision symbolize?
(The Mother of Imam Mahdi)
19. Does it only symbolize the mother of Imam Mahdi?
(No rather, At a certain time, but it can also symbolize Fatimah Al Zahra a.s)
The woman in the vision of John symbolizes the mother of Imam al-Mahdi at a certain time, as she is clothed with and surrounded by the Sun and the Moon and the twelve, meaning Muhammad, Ali, Fatima and the Imams from the children of Fatima pbuh until Imam alMahdi, meaning fourteen. And the son to whom she gives birth in the vision is the first Mahdi, mentioned in the Will of the Messenger of Allah Muhammad pbuhap, so the number becomes fifteen as is in the vision, and the satans of mankind and jinn fight her lineage, because they are the vicegerents of Allah on His earth.
As for the son not being directly from her, what does it mean that she was in labor and gave birth to him?! So the answer is that she gave birth to his father or the origin from which he came.
It must be noted that there is nothing preventing that there will be another personification of the woman at a different time* considering that she gave birth to the same son, the axis of the vision, so the woman will be Fatima pbuh and the fifteen are her father, her mother, her husband and the eleven Imams from her children, and the secret entrusted within her, or the twelfth son from her children, the axis of the vision.
Question 4 page 13
20. As we know the previous prophets a.s promised for example the coming of Jesus a.s, But is it necessary that it be a direct name or can it be a symbol?
Answer: Is it required that there be a promise with the direct name or the symbol?! I believe that the issue of the absence of Jesus or Yeshua’s name in the Old Testament, as a promised one, is a concluded matter. Thus nothing remains but the symbol. And we have clarified symbolic passages from the Old Testament whose interpretation refers to the Messenger Muhammad pbuhap, just as they have interpreted symbolic passages as referring to Jesus pbuh.
Read verses that prove that the prophets a.s left will and appointed successors after them page 15
21. Did the divine books mention Nabi Muhammed SAWAS?
And in page 18 an example of a verse that mentions nabi Muhammed SAWAS
and in page 20
21.5 Where was Mecca durings the prophets time?
22. What is the meaning of ''God came from Teman''? 
(Meaning came from Yemen)
23. What is the meaning of And The Holy one from Mount Paran?
(Meaning the Holy one came from Mecca)
24. What is the meaning of God came from Teman or Yemen, Is God in need of coming or going?
25. Is Muhammed SAWAS and His Progeny Yamanis aswell?
26. Who is the Appearance of Allah SWT?
27. and Who is the Rise of Allah?
Question 5 The book Thirtheen Disciple, Page 25
28. What is the 'calculated' number 666, is it satans number?
(No these calculations are false and worthless words)
29. Can you blame nabi Muhammed SAWAS for what the wahhabis are doing, meaning their actions?
30. What could you respond to christians if they use this against you?
(Mention of the history of the church, How they spilt blood in the past and killed,plundered the people)
Question 6 Page 29, Islam, Violence and Women's Rights
31. Who are those mentioned in Aal E Imran, meaning submission to who?
(To Allah and to the Vicegerent of Allah on his earth in all times, who is appointed accorindg to the law of the vicegerency of Allah on His earth, which has been since the first day of the first human on this earth, who is the prophet of Allah, Adam a.s, whom Allah appointed His vicegerent on His Earth)
32. Christians say Jesus is the son of Allah, What do the Jews say?
(Ezra is the son of Allah)
33. Is it premissible to fight those and kill them, Those who wish to 'Extinguish the light of Allah with their mouths'?
(Yes because they were the ones who initiate the war, Just like the shia today, they do not let the ansar be but they want to extinguish the light of Allah SWT, and they want to kill and torture the ansar but inshaAllah soon they will have their fight)
34. Did Jewish people live in Al Maddinah during the Prophets SAWAS time?
(Yes)
35. Did the Prophet fight them?
(No, rather they use to live in safety and he did not harm them until they started fighting him and supporting those who fought Him SAWAS)
36. Are the verses of Quran, Millitary laws?
Yes, They are the rights of  soldier in the battlefield and what he is permitted to do toward whoever fights him as the believer does not kill, even one who fights him, except by the command of Allah SWT in order him to be rewarded.
37. Did Allah allow the believers on the battlefield to kill whoever fights them?
38. Does the woman equal to the man in everything?
(No, as for those who do not comprehend this matter, He should at least consider both the rights of a woman and her responsibilities in the Divine Law and not just consider her rights and say that the woman was given less rights than the man in the Divine Law.Why does he not consider the responsibilities, and say that the man was burdened with more responsibilities than the woman in the Divine Law?
And as an example: for two people, you gave one of them an assignment to build five stories and the other ten stories; would it be fair if I gave them the same amount of building material and money for the building? And if I were to give the one assigned ten stories double the one assigned five stories, would it be valid for a person to come and say, “You are unjust, because while they both work for you, you did not give to them equally”? I believe that whoever says that the woman is oppressed by such legislation, his words and decision are impulsive and far from accurate scientific research
Question 7 The Thirtheen Disciple, page 39
39. Christian say that Quran is promoting evil, can you give an example of what mercy it has?
40. How should we invite them to Our Lord?
(Wisdom and good instruction, and argue with them in a way that is best.)
41. Is there a sect not beliving that Jesus is God?
42. How can we prove for example that It wasnt Jesus or according to them that God took the crucifixion??
(He asked The Father to remove it from him, and prayed for him to remove it and God praying to himself doesnt sound logical or that God's own dua shouldnt be answered??!)
Read page 45, Scene 3, Gospel of Judah
43. Who is the thirtheen who will come in the end of times?
44. What does Judah mean?
45. There is a hadith speaking about Al Qaem a.s saying that after His death He will rise again with the matter of Allah SWT, Is that Imam Al Mahdi? Yes or No answer!
46. So Sunnis do not believe He is born, Shia believes Imam Mahdi a.s born, So what about the hadith that says he will rise after his death, Who is that?
47. Does Islam or the Muslims believe that there was someone who was made to resemble Jesus?
48. Is this a secret?
49. Who knows its secret or lets say code, Who is the rightful owner of the password to this secret?
50. Could it be that The Christians have attributed Ignorance to the Absolute Diety (According to them that is Jesus)?
51. And question remains if the christians say that its of the inevitable , so why would The Absolute Diety according to them pray for it to be removed?
52. When they asked the crucified one, if he was the king of the jews, what did he respond?
53. What did the crucified one adress Mary a.s? What did he want to prove by adressing her like this?
54. What did Judah say after he said that to Mary? To one of his disciples?
(He first said to Mary, Woman Behold your son, and then said to one of the disciples, Behold your mother!)
55. Did Simon offer himself to be crucified?
56. Was He able to take his place?
57. Would they take Peter even tho he doesnt resemble Jesus?
58. What did the crucified one say, when Peter tried to prevent the jewish scholars to take him?
(Shall I not drink from the cup that the father has given me? Shall I not drink?)
59. Will come Judah come and rule in the end of times?
I dont think I need to mention that Judas was a deviator that is clear in the book as Judas doesnt have a offspring, He is not of the 13th, He apostated and tried to kill Jesus or hand him over to the jewish scholars, and such.
Countinuing page 61
60. Who guided the police to Jesus's look alike?
61. Can it be that this man who took the crucifixion is one of the messenger of the ''Messengers of intense Ability''?
Stopped at page 70
62. Who was created first both in body and soul? Adam a.s or Muhammed SAWAS, Motivate
63. Was there someone who was not in need of prostrating to Adam? Who and explain why?
(The high ones)
64. The high ones, Were Adam a.s created from Them a.s?
65. Who did the angels praise God by? Whoms Praises?
(The High Ones)
66. How long was it before Adam a.s was created?
(2000 Years)
67. How long was it before Allah SWT created The Throne, The Chair, The Skies , The Earth etc etc, that He created Muhammed's SAWAS light? Or you can say, How long before He SWT created all other creation?
68.  Is the father of Imam Ali a.s in hell?
(No, By Allah no, He is among The High souls)

Appendixe's
69. ''In the beginning was the word'', Is this verse to God?
(AlMighty Allah, Has no beginning in order to say in the beginning)
70. ''And the word was God'', What is the meaning of this?
(God among the creation, or say Allah in creation meaning The Image of Allah SWT, as He SWT said ''Then God Said, ''Let us make man in our image, after our likeness'')
71. When was it that the people decided to attribute Absolute Deity to Jesus?
(325 years after Jesus was rised)
72. Can you call your Prophet or Successor, Lord?
73. Can you call your own father Lord?
74. Who is the Rise of Allah On Mount Seir?
Stopped at page  95 
75. If God would have had a son, Who would it be? (Far Is He above that) But still question remains asked, 
(Say, [O Muhammad], "If the Most Merciful had a son, then I would be the first of [his] worshippers.") The Holy Quran 43:81 
76. Is the entire religion a pledge and convenant?
77. Where was it put? 
(in the black stone)
78. Who placed the black stone in its position?
79. What does  it the represent?
(The guilt and sin the people did and perhaps they will repent  and ask for forgiveness by being reminded of its blackness)
80. During Nabi Muhammed's SAWAS time, Who was the bearer of the sins?
81. Did it cause more trouble for Nabi Muhammed SAWAS?
82. Could Allah SWT forgive them for Him (meaning Nabi Muhammed SAWAS)??
83. Did Allah SWT made the Sacrifice of Al Hussein a.s a reason for the people to be remembered of the pledge and convenant?
84. Is the stone a witness of those people who fulfill their pledge and convenant?
110
85. Joseph said to His Father ''O my father, Indeed I have seen eleven starts and the Sun and the Moon; I saw them prostrating to me.'' - Quran Chapter Joseph 12:4, What is the interpretation? Who is the Sun, Moon and the eleven planets? and What is the meaning of their prostration? And to who was it?
(The sun and the Moon, and the eleven planets are Muhammed, Ali, and 11Imams From Ali and Fatimah a.s, Their prostration can be said to be toward Fatimah a.s and the secret bestowed whinin her)
86. So whoever prostrates towards the black stone, Do they pave the way for The Riser weather they want it or not??












 





